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Event Details

Date         :  14th October 2022.

Day :  Friday

Timing      :  5:00 PM to 6:30 PM

Venue : Computer Technology Department

Title          :  Seminar on Group Discussion

                    

Organizing Committee

Chairperson         : Sabeeq Navfal M

Vice-Chairperson           : Thanuja Varshini R

General Secretary          : Bharath Avinaash S

Event Director  : Jagadish P

Weekly Sessions Director      : Nandhini R

Junior Co-Ordinators     : K.J Nilavan

                                                 Saber Basha S

Thulasi Dharan CA 

Lakshmi sree Harini S

Goshika Saravana 

Vasudeva Krishna A D 

P.R Hariharan

Usha Nandhini

Yashraj S

Karthick V
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Invitation
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About The Event

On 14th October 2022, The Personality Development Association (PDA) conducted

a special session on Group Discussion (GD) which focused on preparing the

students for their placement preparations which comprises group discussion round.

The Event was a part of one of the various technical and social events organized

under PDA. This was the first offline event after the covid-19 pandemic.

       Dr. A.R.S Jayanth, English Faculty of Madras Institute of Technology was invited

as the chief guest and presenter for this event. The event began with the welcome

speech for the chief guest from Goshika, senior weekly session head and there was

bouquet presentation to the invited speaker by PDA Chairman and Event

Organizers. The session was open to all the students from various departments of

different years and 69 students were in attendance. Chief guest started the session

by interacting and asking opinions about group discussion and the students were

tasked to write different words regarding it and he asked the students a

bout their ideas on group discussion. The session was very interactive where the

speaker gave chances to all students to express their views and ideas. The speaker

explained the topic beautifully and gave various importance and new dimensions on

group discussion.

    The event was made even more fun and interesting when the speaker introduced

a simple game where the students were given some random photos of couples with

some hints and the aim of this game was to find the correct pairs with their correct

names. This simple game gave a good idea of group discussion and teamwork. This

was followed by doubt clarification by the guest speaker who cleared all the common

doubts and queries about group discussion. The event concluded with the vote of

thanks to the speaker given by Jagadish P, Event Director and winners of the mock

interview event were encouraged with a certificate, and cash prizes.

 The team of PDA feels proud to organize such a successful event and would like to

convey thanks to the participants and management for their advice.

.
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Glimpse of the Event
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